
Framework for Emails and Posts to Move People Closer to What
They Want and Spur Them to Action (A.K.A. Get Them Closer to

Buying!)

FIRST, PONDER THIS...

Think of a situation where your clients struggle. Be very specific.

Ex: Client was spending weeks and even months preparing to launch a program
and building her list, only to have very few people sign up... after she'd poured her
heart and soul into the content, and written marketing sequences out the wazoo.
Because that left her scrambling to figure out where the money was going to come
from to hit her goal for the month, she hustled to create yet another program fast...
but shorter in length and at a lower price point, thinking it would be easier for more
people to say "yes" to. Except not many people sign up for that, and she finds herself
back at square one.

From there, extract...

1. What’s the SYMPTOM of being on “Pain Island?”

2. What is the VISION they desire instead?

These 2 things create “the Gap” – between where they are now, and where they
want to go.

3. What’s the MYTH or ASSUMPTION you’re busting?

What didn’t work that they tried before? What is it they THINK they need to do?

4. What’s the BIG AWARENESS or WISDOM that you want to convey to them?

Meaning, what’s the NEW assumption?

This POINTS toward the OFFER that you’re selling.

5. Ideally, what’s the Story/Contrast/Metaphor/Simile/Analogy that either
connects the dots for them/ties it all together or illustrates it?

This helps them see it themselves and moves you out of “selling mode.”

6. Call to Action



PUTTING IT ALL TOGETHER...

Begin with a “Woohoo”....

If we get people excited at the beginning (kind of like delighting their “Inner Child”),
we’ll get their “buy-in” and attention to continue reading the rest of your message.

Examples:

“Signing up $20k-$50k clients without getting on the phone is a superpower.”

“Can you imagine closing $100k in business with just a few minutes on the phone,
WITHOUT a sales team, and WITHOUT doing a bunch of long webinars?”

Short Description of the Present Pain

Once you’ve lead with the Woohoo, you want to bring them back to the issue they
are currently experiencing. (NOTE: your story or metaphor may do this, if you’re using
one.)

Tell a story that illustrates the pain, pleasure – and ideally, the Big Awareness.

Connect the dots. After you’ve told the story, break it down

• Busted assumption(s)

• Big awareness

Link it all back to what they WANT (the pleasure)

Offer / Call to Action.

That’s IT! And now that you know the formula... it’ll pop out of emails and posts.

Let’s walk through an example...

First, I want to think of some real-life situations my clients are having. We’ll use the
one from the beginning.

Ex: Client was spending weeks and even months preparing to launch a program
and building her list, only to have very few people sign up... after she'd poured her
heart and soul into the content, and written marketing sequences out the wazoo.
Because that left her scrambling to figure out where the money was going to come



from to hit her goal for the month, she hustled to create yet another program fast...
but shorter in length and at a lower price point, thinking it would be easier for more
people to say "yes" to. Except not many people sign up for that, and she finds herself
back at square one.

What is PAIN Island? See above. It’s all in that situation.

What is PLEASURE Island? Sold-out launch with ease – or, alternatively, some quick
cash fast.

What’s the Busted Assumption? There are zillions, but the one in this case is that
“more content + lower price” somehow will be “easy to say yes to” and the last thing
didn’t sell because it wasn’t “easy to say yes to.”

The Truth (aka BIG Awareness): Money moves as a result of VALUE. Your OFFER
delivers value. The right solution (offer) to the right person at the RIGHT time will sell
like hotcakes.

Link it back: IF they want the quick cash, they must make the OPTIMAL offer to the
OPTIMAL person at the OPTIMAL time. If they want a sold-out launch, no matter
WHAT the price point, it gets back to the optimal offer, optimal  person, optimal
time.

Do you always put in calls to action?

No, not always. I like to do straight-up GIVING, too. Builds demand and gives the
illusion of your program being closed (thus building up demand). But DO put calls to
action in, MOST of the time. (More calls to action == more sales)

Couple of common MISTAKES:

1. Diving TOO deep into the pain, making either the struggle sound too hard, or
their life sound like it’s a big ‘ol mess!!

2. Using language that attracts the clients you’re outgrowing, rather than the
clients you NOW CHOOSE. Ask yourself, “How would my most Ideal Client” say
it?

3. Making your client bad or wrong. That will close off your peeps faster than
anything else. Make everything right.



4. Too much “Preaching and Teaching” too soon. Set the stage by starting with a
Woo Hoo, then describe the pain, then ENGAGE THE BRAIN with a story or
metaphor. “Preaching and teaching” before you have rapport puts peeps on
the defensive.

5. Revealing the Big Awareness too soon. Many, many peeps take a line to
describe the pain, a line to describe the pleasure, then give the “turn” (Deep
awareness) in the 3rd sentence. The brain has NO opportunity to parse that.
See #4 above on how to avoid this. Do your preaching and teaching and
dots-connecting AFTER the brain has had something to chew on.

How do you come up with IDEAS for posts/messages?

1. What STOPS them from getting off Pain Island, and getting to Pleasure
Island? This is their (perceived or actual) obstacle. Then, what are their
ASSUMPTIONS about the obstacle?

2. What are their “Yeah But”s – their Objections? – Give them an insight they’re
not seeing.

3. What are people TELLING YOU? What are they saying, and what are they
REALLY saying?

The Cliff’s Notes Version:

1. A "Woohoo" statement

2. Short Description of the Present Pain

3. Tell a story that illustrates the pain, pleasure – and ideally, the Big Awareness.

4. Connect the dots. After you’ve told the story, break it down:

• Busted assumption(s)

• Big awareness

5. Link it all back to what they WANT (the pleasure)

6. Offer / Call to Action


